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Abstract:
Many companies are used recommender system to give basic knowledge and feedback information about product and service to the customers. Generate the recommendations based on the likes usage history and preferences. Collaborative filtering generates recommendation by using the previous recommendations of other users. The collaborative filtering is the basic idea for analysis and customer behaviour from the past history that gives the future prediction that may like similar items. When process the large amount of data that old and previous recommender techniques are not efficient for sparsity, efficiency and scalability. Single node machines are the time consuming on large data sets. Parallel distributed file filtering model (PDFM), The PDFM recommender system is working on parallel files for MapReduce framework and uses correlation as similarity metric. Parallel distributed file filtering model (PDFM) allows distributed processing of big data across multiple clusters of nodes.

Introduction
Recently, researchers have developed new methods for collaborative filtering (Goldberg et al. 1992; Koren 2008; Rendle 2012). A new direction is to apply transfer learning to collaborative filtering (Li, Yang, and Xue 2009b; Pan et al. 2011b), so that one can make use of auxiliary data to help improve the rating prediction performance. However, in many industrial applications, precise point-wise user feedbacks may be rare, because many users are unwilling or unlikely to express their preferences accurately. Instead, we may obtain estimates of a user’s tastes on an item based on the user’s additional behaviour or social connections. For example, suppose that a person Peter is watching a 10-minute video. Suppose that Peter stops watching the video after the first 3 minutes. In this case, we may estimate that Peter’s preference on the movie is in the range of 1 to 2 stars with a uniform distribution. As another example in social media, suppose that Peter reads his followers’ posts in a microblog about a certain movie. Suppose that his follower John posts a comment on the movie with 3 stars. In addition, Peter’s other followees Bob gives 4 stars, and Alice gives 5 stars. Then, with this social impression data, we should be able to obtain a potential rating distribution for Peter’s preference on the movie. We call such a rating distribution as an uncertain rating, since it represents a rating spectrum involving uncertainty instead of an accurate point-wise score.

To leverage such uncertain ratings as described above, we plan to exploit techniques in transfer learning (Pan and Yang 2010). To do this, we have to answer two fundamental questions: “what to transfer” and “how to transfer” in transfer learning (Pan and Yang 2010). In particular, we have to decide (1) what knowledge to extract and transfer from the auxiliary uncertain ratings, and (2) how to model the knowledge transfer from the auxiliary uncertain rating data to the target numerical ratings in a principled way. As far as we know, there has not been existing research work on this problem.

Several existing works are relevant to ours. Transfer learning approaches are proposed to transfer knowledge in latent feature space (Singh and Gordon 2008; Yoo and Choi 2009; Pan et al. 2010; Cao, Liu, and Yang 2010; Pan et al. 2011b; Vasuki et al. 2011), exploiting feature covariance (Adams, Dahl, and Murray 2010) or compressed rating patterns (Li, Yang, and Xue 2009a; 2009b). In collaborative filtering, transfer learning methods can be adaptive (Li, Yang, and Xue 2009a; Pan et al. 2010) or collective (Singh and Gordon 2008; Li, Yang, and Xue 2009b; Yoo and Choi 2009; Cao, Liu, and Yang 2010; Pan et al. 2011b; Vasuki et al. 2011). Other works, such as that by Ma et al. (Ma, King, and Lyu 2011), tend to use auxiliary social relations and extend the rating generation function in a model-based collaborative filtering method (Salakhutdinov and
Mnih 2008). Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2010) generate point-wise virtual ratings from sentimental polarities of users’ reviews on items, which are then used in memory-based collaborative filtering methods for video recommendation. However, these works do not address the uncertain rating problem.

RELATED WORK:

Priority and ranking system of product in e-commerce, that more helpful in marketing areas for consumers decision making. Based on the collaborative method recommender system widely addressed the ranking system of the items. There are many previous techniques like

Collaborative Filtering and Prediction uncertainty: collaborative filtering main goal is to help consumers make necessary move by providing relevant items information what they may be interested. Sometimes previous feedback is not sufficient and inappropriate to choose good ranking product, then customer preferences may change, that is called sparsity problem. To avoid that Item neighbourhood based collaborative filtering technique was proposed for scalability by calculating item- item similarities.

Recommender Systems: Based on the previous history of the customer purchase behaviour and what items are preferred, recommender system gives ranked items list and relevant items history for the customer knowledge.

3 types of recommended systems:

1). Content based recommended systems: these recommend items based on a comparison between user data and content of items. It is also called as cognitive filtering. It has some limitations like content description, subject domain specialization, over specialization.

2). Collaborative filtering based recommender systems: it generates recommendations by using the previous recommendations of other users. It is also called social filtering. The basic idea behind these is, if a user likes a certain type of items in past then it may like similar items in future.
   a) User- user collaborative filtering.
   b) Item- item collaborative filtering.

3). Hybrid recommender systems: these recommender systems overcome the above limitations. Most of the recommender systems have not consider user preferences. We addressed this problem and proposed new recommender system. We used novel approach for CF. the preferences of user are taken in the form of keywords. The implementation is done on hadoop MapReduce parallel computing framework.

Collaborative Filtering and MapReduce: Collaborative Filtering calculation is a great customized proposal calculation; it's broadly utilized as a part of numerous business recommender frameworks. Community filtering calculation is a calculation in view of the accompanying three suppositions thought.

The Pearson relationship coefficient is the most broadly utilized and served as a benchmark for CF. Generally, we use the Cosine similarity measure method, its calculating equation as follows:

\[
\text{Sim}(x,y) = \frac{\sum_{s \in S_x} r_{x,s} r_{y,s}}{\sqrt{\sum_{s \in S_x} r_{x,s}^2} \sqrt{\sum_{s \in S_y} r_{y,s}^2}}
\]

(1)

Where rx and ry is rating on item That x and y are coe evaluated for Item rating calculation. Neighbours weights are included for Item rating. The equation for rating as fallow
We propose new algorithm for the Collaborative Filtering calculation on parallel distributed data sets.

**Map-Reduce**: The Map-Reduce Model has two steps, first one is mapping and second one is Reduce step. In Map data is summarized and aggregated make action on the consolidated data. Customer has limitation for applying key for reorganization of and for course of action. It aggregates characteristics for smaller game plan.

**4. Proposed System**: Parallel distributed file filtering model (PDFM) recommendation system has three components, as shown in Fig. The components are Hadoop nodes, distributed recommendation engine and Hbase Storage.

**Data Extraction**: The movie datasets consists of comments and ratings which will be stored in clusters with the customer Id. Customer ratings are compared with other customer preferences which are similar, those will be formed to show the customer. MapReduce method for store & extract the data with the technique of Parallel distributed file filtering model (PDFM).

**Data Analysis**: Big data analysis system with Hadoop for recommender system, previous techniques such as python and Java for MapReduce on large datasets. We use Parallel distributed file filtering model (PDFM) to analyse movie review system.

**Collaborative Filtering performs**: 

(1) Collecting the user most preferred items,

(2) Identified similar items

(3) Recommendations evaluation.

User preferences extraction is : \(<\text{Customer ID Movie Title, Rating}>\) (1)

Then, we use Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) measure to calculate the similarity. Compared to cosine similarity and Euclidean distance the PCC is better. It first finds the items rated by both users. Then calculates the sums and the sum of the squares of the product ratings for both the users and calculates the sum of the products of their ratings. Finally, it uses these results to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient.

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{xx} &= \frac{1}{n} \sum X^2 - \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum X \right)^2 \\
S_{yy} &= \frac{1}{n} \sum Y^2 - \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum Y \right)^2 \\
S_{xy} &= \frac{1}{n} \sum XY - \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum X \right) \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum Y \right) \\
\text{r} &= \frac{S_{xy}}{\sqrt{S_{xx} S_{yy}}} \text{ square root}
\end{align*}
\]

**RESULTS:**

**MapReduce for Recommender**: it consists of 3 phases as follows:

**A. Map Phase**: This is the first phase in this phase. The Hadoop mapper setup function to build Recipe List based on Preparation time and ingredients used.

**B. Reduce Phase**: In this stage the hadoop stage would produces a few reducers naturally. The reducer gathers the Recipe subtle elements and sorts them as indicated by the given arrangement.
C. Web application: In this stage we created web application using J2EE architecture where the application takes hadoop map reduced output files as input to database and present the recipes on the web front end to the user whenever user gives rating the ratings will be stored in the database.

6. Conclusion

This paper gives a scalable product recommendations collaborative filtering for big data on a Parallel distributed file filtering model (PDFM), An optimized HBase gives better performance. For low latency applications HBase is highly preferred because of distributed architecture and leverage the power of Apache Hadoop. As the size of data increases the Hadoop performs well by adding more data nodes into the processing. Collaborative Filtering is one of the best algorithm for the product recommendations.
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